Your source for screens.

800-257-5241
sales@compasswire.com
www.compasswire.com

Comprehensive inventory always in stock.

Fast order turnaround.
And our ongoing commitment
to minimizing downtime
and saving you money.

COMPASS WIRE CLOTH
YOUR RELIABLE SOURCE
FOR QUALITY SCREENS.

Email: sales@compasswire.com
Fax: 856-853-1387

Replacement Screens - Just When You Need Them
Are you responsible for maximizing the run time of the screening and sifting machines in your plant?
If you are, you know how important it is to maintain the wire cloth screens in your equipment.
Whether you're screening paint, flour, ink toner, salt, rocks, spices, sand
and gravel, recycled material, or anything else, you want the highest rate
of throughput and the shortest amount of downtime. Because when
your machines are down or you're waiting for a replacement screen,
you're losing money.
That's why you want a company with one of
the largest and most complete inventories of
wire cloth on hand, including all meshes, alloys, and
wire diameters. A company that can turn around many orders within a few days. One that
works hard to get you what you need as quickly as possible, so you can get back to work.
Here's how Compass Wire can support your screening and sifting operations:

Increase the amount of material screened over time.
When you invest in high quality wire cloth, you'll get more consistent throughput.
That means material passes through the screen without blinding or clogging,
and separates into different components efficiently and exactly. You'll screen
more material and avoid costly downtime.

Extend the screen life of your current equipment.
When material passes more easily through a screen, the need for mechanical
cleaning is reduced or eliminated, and screens last longer. Compass Wire can help
you select the correct wire mesh spec based on particle size and material.

Decrease machine downtime.
Despite your best efforts at improving efficiency and extending the life of your screens, there comes
a time when screens must be replaced. Every minute you wait for replacement screens is lost
production time. And lost revenue for your company.
That's why Compass Wire keeps so much inventory on the shelf. When you place an order,
we turn it around quickly, preventing costly downtime and getting you back up and running.

800-257-5241

www.compasswire.com

Vibratory hook screens
Vibrating replacement screens - based on your specifications - are available for ALL original manufacturers
equipment, and arrive at your plant ready for installation.
Available in both standard and custom sizes, our replacement screens offer maximum surface tension, giving
you efficient performance and long life.

PAndritz Sprout Bauer

PGreat Western

PPEP

PW.S.Tyler®

PDerrick®

PMidwestern Industries

PRotex®

PUniversal

PEriez®

PMogensen

PSweco®

P...and others!

Custom fabrications
Need a custom screen or other fabricated item? Send us your sketch, drawing or blueprint and our
engineers and fabricators will produce the item to your specifications.
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Fabricated Edge Screens
When you need screens with specialty
edges – think flour milling, high temperature applications, or where sanitation is a
high priority– Compass Wire offers the
following types of edging construction:

Bonded edges made of natural cotton
webbing with hot melt adhesive and developed specifically for food grade applications.
This economical edge preparation allows
operating temperatures up to 300 degrees F,
and is heat sealed for maximum screen
edge life.

P Fred Pfening
P Great Western
P Rotex

High-temperature edges are specially
formulated for processing materials at
temperatures up to 600 degrees F.
Polyester edges permanently adhere to
both polyester and nylon woven wire cloth,
forming edges that are an integral part of
the screen without the need for sewing.
Vinyl edges process materials when
sanitary conditions are crucial. We offer
washable, FDA-approved, and bacteriaproof screens.
Metal edges, used for heavier applications like scalping or ball support, are
available in mild steel, stainless steel and
galvanized steel alloys.

800-257-5241
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.

Round and pre-tensioned screens
Pre-tensioned screens for your original manufacturers equipment offer even and efficient tensioning of
both metal and synthetic wire cloth. Used to separate solids from liquids or segregate dry material into
various sizes, these screens are fabricated to ensure maximum screen life through efficient product
performance. These screens can be epoxied or welded; epoxy approved for FDA applications is available.

◆ Kason
◆ Midwestern Industries
◆ Sweco®
◆ TEA (Thermal Engineering)

)

Ultrasonic screens

◆

Significantly improved
screening performance

Ultrasonic screens create a
secondary, ultrasonic
vibration that prevents
blinding on fine meshes.

◆

Consistent throughput and
particle size distribution

◆

Smaller mesh sizes offer
equivalent of higher
throughput

◆

Higher capacity utilization
and improved separation
effect

◆

Eliminates the need for
mechanical cleaning while
increasing the life of the
screen fabric

We can retrofit screens of
any size and design with
ultrasonics, and the technology is suitable for use
in all vibratory screening
applications.
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We carry a full line of replacement parts.
We supply parts for all OEM screeners. Pictured is some of our inventory.
Don’t see what you need? Give us a call!

800-257-5241
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We are what our customers need us to be.
We are agile.
We can change gears at a moment’s notice to satisfy our customers’
changing needs, or a new customer’s requirements.

We are quality-focused.
We strictly adhere to the standards of our ISO 9001-2008 quality program,
ensuring your order is right... every time.

We are committed to customer satisfaction.
All of us – every department and every employee – do what it takes to
get the job done. We are not satisfied until you are satisfied.

Look for us on the Web! www.compasswire.com
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